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Volunteer resources managers (VRMs) are constantly being told what we can learn from
professionals in personnel or human resources (HR). Maybe it’s time we tell HR what they can learn
from us.
Superficially, it is easy to see similarities between HR and VRM. But implementing a strong
volunteer involvement strategy is often more complex than the role of HR and needs greater
initiative and creativity. In 2010, I outlined the limitations of the human resources model for our
work in a Hot Topic titled “Reimagining Service: Is Corporate HR Management What We See?”
Here are my thoughts on what we can offer as consultation to HR – please join in with your list!

Finding the Best People
When people apply for a paying job, they anticipate competition with many others and realize they
might not even get a response to submitting their resumes. Prospective volunteers, on the other
hand, expect their offer of time to be welcomed by a personal reply. VRMs understand that
everyone applying for a volunteer position will form an opinion about the organization based on
how pleasantly they were treated. Even someone deemed unsuitable for current volunteer
vacancies still has the potential to become a time or money donor at a future time. So VRMs have to
know quite a bit about screening and turning people down in a way that still results in “friend
raising.”
Also, VRMs are not limited to considering only an applicant’s work history. We try to
discover potential as well as assess credentials. Volunteering permits everyone to rise to the level of
their abilities, not their resumes. We can give volunteers the chance to prove themselves (in a role
they might not yet have been qualified to land as a paid job) and, along the way, uncover
unexpected talents for the organization.

Flexible and Creative Work Design
VRMs have the freedom to address the organization’s needs in any way possible if volunteers are
willing to donate their skills and energy. This means that VRMs are experienced in adapting work to
the needs of workers. We have expertise in:


Task analysis. We can assess work being done or planned and break it down into discrete,
time-limited activities that can be assigned to a range of people. So we can advise HR on
how new initiatives might affect current employees and what tasks might be reassigned or
done differently when new workers are hired.



Job sharing. Because almost every volunteer works only a limited number of hours at a time,
we are practiced in getting things done across the work week with different people rotating
in and out of shifts. This means we understand how to create consistent procedures
independent of who’s assigned and know how to “hand off” work to the next shift.



Supporting remote workers. Many volunteer assignments are done in the field (such as
tutoring in branch libraries, coaching sports, or visiting clients in their homes) or virtually via
the Internet. We have developed all sorts of techniques for staying connected to remote
volunteers that are translatable to employees, too.

Creating a Welcoming Work Environment
New hires may learn mainly about the specific unit in which they will be working. VRMs usually have
created a generic agency orientation that all volunteers receive as a welcome, in addition to rolespecific material covered by each volunteer’s supervisor. And this orientation is delivered on an
ongoing basis. Maybe we should invite new hires to attend the same session, for the same reasons.
In training sessions, I often make the comment that it should not be our goal to treat volunteers as if
they are paid staff. Instead, I wish we’d treat paid staff as if they are volunteers. Why? Because we
would have much happier workplaces if all team members had:


More choice in what they are asked to do and how they are expected to do it



More flexibility in scheduling their work time



More background information on what is happening (we are intentional about giving
volunteers continuity between shifts, while employees are expected to learn things at the
water cooler)



More friendliness, courtesy and thank-yous

Money Is Not the Only Motivator
The most important thing that VRMs understand is firmly rooted in volunteerism: The desire to
work hard and successfully is not a factor of how much money someone is paid.
Of course salary, benefits, perks, and promotions are important to paid workers. But it is a mistake
to think that monetary incentives alone are sufficient to elicit dedication and top performance. A
pay check is not a thank you; it’s an obligation (even for the week someone is fired)!
From the earliest studies of worker motivation through today, we know that commitment to doing
work right derives from intangible things:


Seeing that the work itself is important, has meaning, fills real needs



Feeling that someone is observing the effort being extended



Feeling appreciated for that effort (including being thanked informally)



Liking one’s co-workers and being part of a successful team



Celebrating accomplishments



Continuing opportunities to learn and develop professionally and personally



Being treated with respect, especially for one’s ideas

All of these elements are central to engaging volunteers. VRMs understand the need to create what
John Lipp (The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Recruiting & Managing Volunteers) calls, a “culture of
thanks” –an environment in which volunteers feel genuinely accepted as team members and
appreciated for what they do. Let’s teach others how to do this!
Finally, volunteering is a leisure activity, in that people can only volunteer at times they are not on a
paying job, taking care of family, or other priorities. So when we recruit volunteers, we are asking
them to take time away from what they might otherwise do for recreation. This means volunteering,
on some level, must be fun. It can still mean hard work, but there has to be some enjoyment of the
activity or the people involved. How wonderful that we can offer advice to our organizations on how
to have productive fun! If it keeps volunteers coming back, imagine how it might boost employee
morale, too.

How to Offer Consultation
You may be thinking that readers of this Hot Topic understand the special talents of VRMs, but HR
and other colleagues may not. So how can you present yourself an advisor?
Maybe you can start a conversation with this essay (after all, you didn’t write it!). Share it with
appropriate staff along with an invitation to coffee or lunch at a spot away from both your offices
(neutral ground). The approach is: “You already know that volunteers help clients and staff, now
what might help you?”
Come with some specific ideas. For example, suggest that you collaboratively transform the annual
volunteer recognition event into a “team appreciation event” in which thanks can be given to both
volunteers and paid staff together. Provide an outline of what you cover in volunteer orientations to
see how that content meshes with what new employees are given. If you have some staff who
telecommute, ask how their supervisors monitor work performance and share tips you’ve learned
through virtual volunteering assignments.
You might also make some specific requests. Can you attend HR unit meetings to represent the
volunteer perspective, both in listening for what might affect volunteers and in contributing tips
from working with volunteers that might be applicable to working with paid staff? Would someone
from HR serve on the volunteer strategy advisory body to do the same thing?
Find teachable moments. If something occurs that might benefit from good volunteer management
practices, speak up. Chances are your colleagues will be surprised at first. But when you offer
helpful advice, they’ll start welcoming your participation.
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